Do you know about Actionable Infolets and their role in effective and efficient, task-based processes?

You can do more:
- deliver a smarter, more friendly user experience
- show users their most relevant information at a glance
- make it quick and easy to perform common actions
- reduce time looking for and updating data
- deploy Actionable Infolets and Quick Actions for immediate benefits

Administrators can easily implement Actionable Infolets to support common information requirements and actions. See the Actionable Infolets chapter of the Implementing Sales guide.

Users can immediately use Actionable Infolets to take quick action on the information most relevant to them. Check this tutorial video including the use of Actionable Infolets in a Task-Based Home Page.

Expected benefits:
- Minimize time to complete common actions
- Focus on the most critical selling activities
- More productive sales processes
- More successful and satisfied users

More Kit Components: Video, Best Practices for Deploying Actionable Infolets
Try it and let us know what you think: Cloud Customer Connect